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ABSTRACT: The expression of long proteins with repetitive amino acid
sequences often presents a challenge in recombinant systems. To overcome
this obstacle, we report a genetic construct that circularizes mRNA in vivo
by rearranging the topology of a group I self-splicing intron from T4
bacteriophage, thereby enabling “loopable” translation. Using a fluo-
rescence-based assay to probe the translational efficiency of circularized
mRNAs, we identify several conditions that optimize protein expression
from this system. Our data suggested that translation of circularized
mRNAs could be limited primarily by the rate of ribosomal initiation;
therefore, using a modified error-prone PCR method, we generated a
library that concentrated mutations into the initiation region of circularized
mRNA and discovered mutants that generated markedly higher expression
levels. Combining our rational improvements with those discovered
through directed evolution, we report a loopable translator that achieves
protein expression levels within 1.5-fold of the levels of standard vectorial translation. In summary, our work demonstrates loopable
translation as a promising platform for the creation of large peptide chains, with potential utility in the development of novel protein
materials.

■ INTRODUCTION
Proteins serve as the building blocks for functional, tunable
materials across the tree of life. Spider silks (composed of
spidroins1−6), connective matrices (predominantly composed
of collagens7−9), biofilms,10−13 and squid ring teeth
(composed of SRT proteins14−16) are four examples of
materials with distinct mechanical properties and biological
functions whose properties are genetically encoded through
their respective protein sequences. Nevertheless, there remain
many opportunities and challenges toward the capacity to
synthetically recapitulate (or improve upon) the biological
processes responsible for the creation of these materials.
Recently, there have been several successes in the design of

novel globular cagelike protein materials, generally based on
motifs that self-assemble through symmetry.17−20 On the other
hand, natural fibrous proteins typically consist of highly
repetitive low-complexity regions within polypeptides with
long chain lengths and display self-assembly on many length
scales, spanning from the nanometer (protein−protein
interactions) to the micrometer (phase separation) and the
millimeter (filamentization). Proteins of this type are generally
less amenable to rational design and also are typically
challenging to express.
Despite the sequence and functional diversity of extant

fibrous proteins attested in nature,1−16 some unifying features
of these proteins are the presence of long, repetitive, low-
complexity regions. Pioneering work by Kaplan and co-

workers1,6 demonstrated an approach to reproduce such a
protein architecture in a recombinant expression vector. In
their strategy, a short repetitive unit is autoligated into tandem
repeats by availing of self-complementary sticky ends from two
restriction enzymes.1,6 The judicious choice of two enzymes
that create identical sticky ends but recognize distinct
recognition sites enables directionality and prevents the
formation of inverse repeats (Figure 1A).
More recently, work by Demirel and co-workers appro-

priated rolling circle amplification (RCA)21 as an alternative
strategy to generate tandem repeat proteins, an approach that
has been used to express large SRT polypeptides (42 repeats;
1260 residues) in Escherichia coli (Figure 1B).14 Nevertheless,
existing technologies to generate large repetitive proteins for
recombinant expression in microbial hosts suffer from a
number of major limitations: (i) Highly repetitive DNA
sequences suffer from genetic instability due to spontaneous
recombination in microbial hosts. (ii) Large plasmids
containing tandem repeat proteins can be inconvenient for
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routine molecular biology manipulations (e.g., PCR, sequenc-
ing, and transformation). (iii) The metabolic cost to replicate
and transcribe large DNA and mRNA molecules undermines
the goal of redirecting resources toward the creation of
proteins. To address these limitations, we report an alternative
approach based on loopable translation (Figure 1C).
In contrast to previous approaches to generate tandem

repeat proteins (Figure 1A,B), the loopable translator does not
require large repetitive DNA constructs; rather, it uses a
permuted group I self-splicing intron to circularize an mRNA
transcript, thereby allowing ribosomes to translate a region of
interest many times in succession as a single polypeptide chain.

Expanding on the pioneering work of Ares and co-work-
ers22−24 on permuted introns, we demonstrate a reporter
system that can quantify the efficiency of circular translation,
allowing us to optimize its performance through rational
considerations and by directed evolution. Our results suggest
that such a system is a promising platform for the creation of
fibrous proteins with a repetitive sequence and hierarchical
structure.

■ RESULTS
Creation of a Loopable Translator Coupled to a

Fluorescence Reporter. Ares and co-workers demonstrated
that the self-splicing group I intron within the thymidylate
synthase (td) gene of T4 phage retains activity following
circular permutation at the P6a stem (Figure 2A).22−26 In this
reorganized topology, the same two phosphoryl transfer
reactions result in the circularization of an internal region, in
contrast with the wild-type intron which catalyzes the splicing
of two flanking exons. Such a circular mRNA can then be
translated into a large repetitive protein. However, this
remarkable activity is challenging to quantify, and indeed,
tandem repeats of green fluorescent protein (GFP) are not
fluorescent (possibly because of efficient nonradiative energy
transfer within the polymer). In our design, superfolder GFP
(sfGFP) was interrupted after its internal helix (at residue 52)
with a T4 td intron (including 15 nucleotides of td exonic
context flanking the intron). The exonic sequences were
included to ensure proper interactions with the internal guide
sequences (IGSs) of the T4 td intron (circularly permuted at
P6a for circularization; Figure 2A,B). We then added a
ribosome binding site (RBS) before sfGFP’s N-terminus and a
TEV protease cleavage site following sfGFP’s C-terminus
(Figure 2A,B) and cloned the sequence into an expression
vector in which transcription was controlled by an arabinose
promoter and an rrnB-T1 terminator. This plasmid (pBAD-
td3′-sfGFP53‑end-TEV-RBS-DB-sfGFP1−52-td5′; note that the
downstream box sequence (DB) refers to a sequence reported
to enhance translational efficiency27,28) was then cotrans-
formed into E. coli BL21(DE3) with pRK793 (expressing a
soluble form of TEV protease (TEVP)).29,30 To abbreviate, we
refer to our designed loopable translator construct as pBAD-
tdTEVDB. In this system, circularized mRNA translates a GFP
concatemer; however, the activity of TEVP liberates GFP
monomers from the chain allowing for fluorescence to be
monitored in vivo (Figure 2B).
pBAD-tdTEVDB was designed in a way that a non-

fluorescent GFP fragment (residue 1−52) would be formed
upon translation of a noncircularized RNA (translation was
designed to terminate with a UAA stop codon that follows
immediately after the end of the 5′ exonic sequence (5′ Ex);
Figure 2A,B). Thus, a failure of the mRNA molecule to
circularize will result in truncated GFP, which is non-
fluorescent and serves as a negative control (Figure 2C). On
the other hand, circularization (along with TEVP activity) will
result in full-length sfGFP with a 10 amino acid scar between
residues 52 and 53, arising from the natural exonic sequences
of td (shown in orange in Figure 2A or as orange blocks in
Figure 2B,C). This GFP is still fluorescent, and we use it as a
positive control (Figure 2C). Preliminary fluorescence assays
demonstrated that pBAD-tdTEVDB produces significant levels
of fluorescence above baseline levels (Figure 2D, Figure S1; P
< 0.0001 by Student’s t test), confirming that mRNA
circularization occurs, in accordance with previous investi-

Figure 1. Approaches to generate tandem repeat proteins. (A) A
plasmid encoding a monomeric unit is cut with two restriction
enzymes to generate an insert. The original plasmid is cut with one of
the two restriction enzymes to create self-complementary sticky ends,
which allows ligation of the insert back into its original vector,
creating a plasmid that encodes a tandem repeat. Upon ligation in a
tail-to-head manner, the restriction site is destroyed, allowing
directional cloning (inverse repeats can be removed by redigesting).
This process can be repeated to generate larger 2n multimers. (B) A
short segment of DNA encoding a monomeric unit is digested and
circularized in vitro. The circular DNA serves as the template for
rolling circle amplification and generates a mixture of concatemers
with different lengths. The desired size of the repetitive sequences can
be selected by gel extraction, digested, and cloned back into an
expression vector. (C) In loopable translation, a plasmid is created in
which a segment of DNA encoding a monomeric unit is incorporated
within a permuted self-splicing Group I intron (gray blocks). The
plasmid is transformed into an expression strain, and its gene is
transcribed into RNA, which is circularized. The circular mRNA
translates into a repetitive protein product through ribosome looping.
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gators’ work on this system.22−24 Nevertheless, our fluoro-
metric readout makes it clear that significantly less GFP (4.2%;
Figure S1) is produced compared to a positive control in which
proteins are expressed via standard (vectorial) translation,
suggesting that either (i) RNA circularization, (ii) ribosomal

initiation, or (iii) TEV activity is limiting. To test for possible
toxicities associated with loopable translation, the three
constructs corresponding to a negative control, positive
control , and pBAD-tdTEVDB were expressed in
BL21+pRK793 cells at 30 °C, and growth curves were

Figure 2. Design of a loopable translator with a coupled fluorescence GFP reporter. (A) Sequence, secondary structure, and mechanism of the self-
splicing Group I intron from the thymidylate synthase (td) gene of T4 bacteriophage. This intron catalyzes two consecutive, site-specific
phosphoryl transfer reactions, which, in the natural form, results in the splicing of the two flanking exons (orange). The 5′ splice site (marked with a
red arrow) is selected by base-pairing between the 5′ exonic sequence (5′ Ex) and an internal guide sequence (IGS) at the beginning of the intron
(P1), while the 3′ splice site (marked with an orange arrow) is selected by a short 2 bp stem formed between the 3′ exonic sequence (3′ Ex) and
the edge of the P1 loop (termed P10, shown by two gray lines). An exogenous guanosine (red) is required to initiate the reaction and becomes
prepended to the 5′-terminus of the intron sequence (black). 5′* and 3′* denote the termini of the RNA molecule in its natural form. In our
construct, the circular permutation in the ORF region of P6a results in two new termini (labeled 5′ and 3′), and a permuted GFP sequence (green)
is incorporated between 3′* and 5′*. In this reorganized topology, intron activity will result in circularization of the internal “exonic” region. (B)
Design of a GFP fluorescence reporter system for RNA circularization. A plasmid is created (pBAD-tdTEVDB) in which a permuted superfolder
GFP (sfGFP) gene is incorporated within the permuted intron. The GFP is split such that the N-terminal portion (residues 1−52) is placed
downstream of the C-terminal portion (residues 53−241). In between these two coding regions are inserted a TEV protease site and a ribosome
binding site (RBS) along with an enhancing downstream box (DB) in frame with the GFP coding sequence. After intron folding and RNA
circularization, an mRNA is formed which is competent to recruit ribosomes and generate full-length GFP. Because polymeric GFP is found to have
low fluorescence, this system is coexpressed with TEV protease, which can liberate fluorescent GFP monomers from the primary chain product.
(C) A negative control plasmid (pBAD-sfGFP1−52) encodes the protein product that would form in the absence of circularization (with the same
promoter, origin, and selectable marker as pBAD-tdTEVDB). A positive control plasmid (pBAD-sfGFP) encodes the protein product that would
form upon circularization. Importantly, it differs from a wild-type sfGFP in that it has a 10-residue long “scar sequence” in between residues 52 and
53, which result from exonic context sequences (represented as orange boxes) that were retained to ensure proper base-pairing with the IGSs.
pBAD-tdTEVDB-STOP is identical to pBAD-tdTEVDB except that a stop codon is placed at the end of GFP. (D) pBAD-tdTEVDB generates a
fluorescence signal that is significantly higher than the background level (P < 0.0001 by Student’s t test) but represents 4.2% of the signal of the
corresponding positive control (n = 3). Fluorescence measurements were conducted in biological triplicate.
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measured (Figure S2). We found no significant difference in
growth rates across these three strains.
Rational Improvement of Activity from Loopable

Translator. We next sought to improve the activity of pBAD-
tdTEVDB by considering a number of factors that could
influence the three considerations above. Group I self-splicing
introns require two cofactors: magnesium cations and a
guanosine nucleoside.31,32 Guanosine is required because the
intron uses a two-step mechanism that begins with the free
nucleoside cleaving the phosphodiester linkage between the 5′-
exon and the intron by prepending itself to the 5′-most
nucleotide of the intron, and divalent cations are required to
stabilize the tertiary fold of the catalytic core.25,31−34 We found
that GFP expression from pBAD-tdTEVDB was not strongly
dependent on guanosine (Figure 3A); however, fluorescence
could be markedly improved by 147% (from 5.09% to 7.46% of
the positive control) by increasing the concentration of MgCl2
in the growth media up to 20 mM (Figure 3B). These findings
are broadly consistent with the facts that intracellular total
guanosine ((p)(p)(p)GOH) concentration is quite high in E.
coli (5 mM, higher than the intron’s KM

35); however, f reeMg2+

in the cytosol is relatively scarce (0.01−1 mM), and many in
vitro studies of ribozymes show a strong reliance on (and
benefit from) high divalent cation concentrations.35

Strikingly, we observed an enhancement in GFP expression
when cells were incubated at a lower growth temperature (30
°C), with the fluorescence levels approaching 16% of the
positive control (Figure 3C). We speculate two potential
reasons why this could occur: (i) TEVP is an aggregation-
prone protein, and reduced temperatures could improve its
solubility in the E. coli cytoplasm; and (ii) lower temperatures
could shift equilibria to favor certain catalytic elements on the
intron, some of which consist of only two base pairs (e.g., P10;
cf. Figure 2A).36

As a control, we also performed a fluorescence assay with a
modified construct in which a stop codon is inserted after the
GFP coding sequence (pBAD-tdTEVDB-STOP, Figure 2C),

such that each ribosomal initiation event on circularized
mRNA would only result in a single GFP protein being
synthesized (noncircularized mRNA would still result in
truncated GFP). Fluorescence levels decreased markedly,
down to levels only slightly higher than the baseline level
associated with the negative control (Figure 3C). This result
suggests that the fluorescence signal achieved by pBAD-
tdTEVDB arises from ribosomes transiting circular mRNAs
many times without stopping. Using the slightly higher (but
still statistically significant) fluorescence signal of pBAD-
tdTEVDB-STOP relative to the negative control (1.04-fold, P-
value = 0.04 by Student’s t test), we can estimate the loop
count (number of transits per initiation) to be ∼90 ± 55 using

=
−
−

−

−

F F

F F
loop count loop

stop

where F corresponds to average fluorescence, and “loop”, “−”,
and “stop” correspond to the tdTEVDB, negative control, and
tdTEVDB-STOP constructs, respectively.
A number of other variations we considered did not improve

the efficiency of GFP fluorescence, including an attempt to
stabilize the permutation site at P6a (Figure S3, Supporting
Information Text 1), flanking the TEV cleavage site with
flexible linkers (GGSGGGSGG) to facilitate the access of TEV
protease (Figure S4, Supporting Information Text 2), the
replacement of a classic TEV protease with several mutants
that have been reported to be more active (Figure S5,
Supporting Information Text 3),37−39 and the replacement of
the RBS with an internal ribosome entry site (IRES) that has
been reported to efficiently recruit bacterial ribosomes (Figure
S6, Supporting Information Text 4).40 We were able to detect
a very low activity using an alternative circularization strategy
that is based on ribozymes and RtcB ligation (Figure S7,
Supporting Information Text 5),41 though we note that this
strategy was developed in mammalian cells, and not in E. coli.

Figure 3. High Mg and reduced temperature enhance loopable translation. (A) Bar chart showing the levels of fluorescence of several constructs
(negative control (−), positive control (+), and pBAD-tdTEVDB) expressed at 37 °C with varying concentrations of guanosine supplemented to
the growth media during expression assays. Additional guanosine had no significant effect on the fluorescence signal generated by pBAD-tdTEVDB.
(B) Bar chart showing the levels of fluorescence of the same set of constructs expressed at 37 °C with varying concentrations of MgCl2
supplemented to the growth media during expressions assays. Higher MgCl2 concentrations had a beneficial effect; relative to 1 mM MgCl2,
fluorescence levels in 20 mM MgCl2 were 1.2-fold higher (P-value = 0.01). (C) Bar chart showing the levels of fluorescence of the same set of
constructs with varying MgCl2 supplemented to the growth media, but with expressions carried out at 30 °C instead of 37 °C. Lower temperature
had a significantly beneficial effect on fluorescence signal (2.8-fold at 20 mM MgCl2, P-value <0.0001). Moreover, at the lower temperature, the
fluorescence signal significantly benefitted from high concentrations of MgCl2 (a: 1.9-fold, P-value = 0.0006). Under these conditions, the loopable
translator generated 16% of the fluorescence of the positive control. Fluorescence levels from pBAD-tdTEVDB-STOP (see Figure 2C, labeled
“STOP”) were slightly higher than those from the negative control (b: 1.05-fold, P-value = 0.04), but much less than the loopable translator (c: 4.8-
fold, P-value <0.0001). Fluorescence measurements were conducted in biological triplicate; statistical tests were conducted with Student’s t test.
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Visualization of Concatemer Formation and Verify-
ing mRNA Circularization. Because polymeric GFP
(polyGFP) is not fluorescent,23 our fluorescence assays require
the activity of TEVP to generate a readable signal. In contrast,
polyGFP can be visualized directly as a protein of high
molecular weight via Western blot. Indeed, we found that, in
the absence of the plasmid that expresses TEVP, pBAD-
tdTEVDB generates a set of protein products with high
molecular weights (>250 kDa) that are specific for an anti-His
antibody (the GFP coding sequence contains a His-tag, Figure
4A, Figure S11). In contrast, in the presence of TEVP, pBAD-
tdTEVDB generates a single band at the expected molecular
weight for monomeric GFP (25 kDa), identical to a positive
control in which GFP is expressed by linear translation (Figure
4A). Moreover, the introduction of a stop codon within the
mRNA loop completely abrogates the high-molecular-weight
features, as expected, and also significantly reduces protein

expression levelshowing that polyGFP synthesis is depend-
ent on a ribosome iterating numerous times on circular
mRNA. Densitometry analysis conducted on blots of biological
triplicates (Figure 4B) showed that, relative to linear
translation, overall protein expression from the loopable
translator was down ∼3.6-fold, and protein expression from
pBAD-tdTEVDB-STOP was down ∼10-fold, consistent with
what we found in fluorescence assays (Figure 3C).
To provide independent verification that mRNA is

circularized by the split-intron architecture, we designed a
dual-fluorescence ratiometric construct (Figure 4C). The
construct, called pBAD-tdTEVDB-mCherry, places a full-
length mCherry open reading frame between the RBS and
the N-terminal fragment of sfGFP. In this construct, mCherry
is expressed independently of circularization while GFP, as
before, requires mRNA circularization to be fully synthesized.
From this construct, we found that the GFP signal was 4-fold

Figure 4. Verification of RNA circularization and polyGFP synthesis. (A) Anti-His Western blot image showing the protein products of pBAD-
sfGFP, pBAD-tdTEVDB, pBAD-tdTEVDB-STOP, and pBAD-tdTEVDB-mCherry that were expressed with and without the pRK793 plasmid
(expressing TEV protease). pBAD-tdTEVDB in the absence of TEV protease generated proteins of high molecular weight. Expression in the
presence of TEV protease generates a species with the molecular weight of monomeric GFP (25 kDa). (B) Densitometry analysis showing average
intensities relative to a positive control, for three biological replicates of the Western blot. (C) Construct maps of the positive control for the
mCherry experiment (pBAD-sfGFP(52-DVFLGLPFNI)-mCherry), pBAD-tdTEVDB, and pBAD-tdTEVDB-mCherry. pBAD-tdTEVDB-mCherry
was designed to form a larger mRNA loop compared to that of pBAD-tdTEVDB, in which GFP would be expressed only upon circularization,
whereas mCherry would be expressed independently of circularization. (D) Bar chart showing the levels of fluorescence from the constructs shown
in part C at 30 °C with varying concentrations of MgCl2. The positive control shows the native difference in fluorescence between GFP and
mCherry and serves as a normalization factor. With pBAD-tdTEVDB-mCherry, 25% of the target mRNA achieved circularization at 20 mM Mg2+.
The larger mRNA loop was detrimental for circularization, leading to lower levels of GFP fluorescence compared to those of pBAD-tdTEVDB (P =
0.0066 by Student’s t test).
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less than that of mCherry (after correcting for background and
intrinsic difference in sfGFP’s and mCherry’s fluorescence
intensity, Figure 4D), suggesting that 25% of the tdTEVDB-
mCherry mRNA is circularized in the steady state. We also
found that the overall GFP fluorescence signal in this larger
1563-nt loop was significantly reduced (3-fold) relative to the
smaller 816-nt loop created by pBAD-tdTEVDB, which is
consistent with the Western blot showing 4-fold reduced
polyGFP from pBAD-tdTEVDB-mCherry relative to pBAD-
tdTEVDB (Figure 4A,B). Tentatively, our explanation for this
observation is that forming the larger loop has a higher entropy
cost to bring the two portions of the split-intron together and
assemble the active ribozyme. If this difference in GFP signal
can be ascribed solely to the fraction of mRNA molecules that
are circularized, these data suggest that as much as ∼75% of
the tdTEVDB mRNA is circularized in the steady state.
Although there could be other factors involved in GFP’s
translational efficiency from these two circular RNAs, North-
ern blot analysis of the RNA from cells harbouring pBAD-
tdTEVDB found that 50% of the GFP-containing RNA was
circularized (Figure S8). To summarize, evidence from
Western blots, Northern blots, and our dual-fluorescence
assay supports the view that the split-intron can achieve a
steady-state fractional circularization level of 50−75% of 800-
nt regions. We found this level suitable for our purposes,
though it is noted that fractional circularization could be
potentially optimized with further directed evolution of the
intron.
Identifying the Minimal Context Requirements for

Circularization. The design of pBAD-tdTEVDB would
incorporate a 10 amino acid scar at the junction site where
looping occurs. Hence, we asked what the minimal “exon

context” requirements for intron activity are by “walking back”
the 15 nucleotides of native exon context on each flank. Classic
experiments on self-splicing introns demonstrated the
essentiality of the final U·G wobble pair at the 5′ splice-site
and the formation of the P1 stem between the 5′-exon and the
beginning of the intron sequence (5′ IGS).25 We successively
deleted td’s 5′-exon context (GAU/GUU/UUC/UUG/GGU,
encoding DVFLG) one codon at a time (Figure 5A,C and
Figure S9) and discovered that, remarkably, all 5 codons of td’s
5′-exon context could be removed, resulting in a slight
improvement in fluorescence activity. Inspection of the RNA
molecule created following this deletion revealed that
coincidentally sfGFP’s residues 50−52 are Thr-Thr-Gly,
which are encoded by ACC/ACC/GGU, a sequence that
conserves the three critical nucleotides (GGU) immediately
before the intron (forming two strong base pairs, then a
wobble base pair, Figure 5B). Moreover, like the wild-type
intron, this sequence creates four total Watson−Crick base
pairs along P1. We wondered if the circularization efficiency
could be further improved by stabilizing P1, which we tested
by mutating IGS nucleotides (U12 and A14) to a base pair
with the native sfGFP nucleotides (P1* in red in Figure 5B).
However, surprisingly, the mutation reduced fluorescence
down to baseline levels (Figure 5C), suggesting that it
abrogates circularization activity. These observations imply
that the presence of several (possibly two) non-Watson−Crick
base pairs in P1 is necessary for activity, rather than incidental.
Collectively, these observations suggest that the minimal
requirements for proper selection of the 5′ exon fragment by
P1 are (i) that it must end in GGU and (ii) that the preceding
four nucleotides must make two Watson−Crick (but not
more) base pairs with the intron’s 5′-IGS.

Figure 5. Minimal context requirements for loopable translator. (A) Secondary structure of the loopable translator highlighting the 10 amino acid
“scar sequence” that is incorporated into the loop because of the inclusion of 30 nt of exonic context retained from the natural td gene (15 nt from
the original 5′ exon, and 15 nt from the original 3′ exon). Each codon triplet is color coded, and deletions of this context sequence are represented
through their corresponding color blocks in bar charts C−E. (B) Secondary structure that is formed when all 15 nt (coding for DVFLG) of the 5′
exonic context sequence are deleted. The nucleotides that correspond to residues 50−52 of GFP (green) replace the original 5′ exon to pair with
the IGS. Nucleotides marked with * (in red) represent compensatory mutations in the P1 IGS (termed the modified P1*). (C) Bar chart showing
the level of fluorescence from a truncation series in which the 5′ context sequence was deleted one codon at a time. (D) Bar chart showing the level
of fluorescence from a truncation series in which the 3′ context sequence was deleted one codon at a time. (E) Finding the minimal context
requirements. Overall, the entire 5′ context sequence can be deleted, and all but the last 3 nucleotides of the 3′ context sequence (which form P10)
can be deleted. Strengthening P10 (P10*) did not have a beneficial effect. All fluorescence measurements were conducted in biological triplicate.
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We also successively abrogated td’s 3′-exon context region
one codon at a time (Figure 5A,D; Figure S9) and confirmed
that only the initial three nucleotides (CUA; the ones closest
to the exon and marked in magenta) are required for activity.
This is consistent with previous work36 which showed that the
selection of the 3′-splice site is controlled by a combination of
a tertiary structure and a short (2 bp) stem (called P10)
formed between the 3′-exon (3′ Ex) and P1’s loop. A deletion
of the first 3 nucleotides of the 3′-exon (CUA) abrogated all
circularization activity (Figure 5D), confirming the importance
of these nucleotides for splice site selection and therefore
circularization.
Putting these observations together, we next sought to

identify the minimal exon context requirements for intron
activity, so that future use of the loopable translator system
would impose minimal scar sequences at the junction site

(Figure 5E). Combining the insights from these two deletion
series, we found that complete removal of the 5′ td-exon
context and removal of the 3′ td-exon context up to the first
three nucleotides (CUA) were tolerated by the permuted td
intron and, in fact, provided a small (20%) activity increase
with respect to the wild-type (Figure 5E). Next, to determine if
intron activity could be enhanced by strengthening P10, we
modified the sequence of the initial three nucleotides from
CUA to CUC, which would form a third Watson−Crick base
pair with the P1 loop (P10* in blue in Figure 5B,E). The
resulting construct generated a signal that was slightly lower
than the construct with only CUA, suggesting that two base
pairs of complementarity are indeed the optimal strength for
this critical interaction.
Combining the requirement for CUA immediately after the

intron and the requirement of GGU immediately before the

Figure 6. Directed evolution on the initiation sequence of loopable translator with minimum context. (A) Error-prone PCR was performed on a
short 36 bp amplicon encoding the initiation region [ribosome binding site (RBS), spacer, initiator methionine, and a downstream box (DB)] of
the GFP reporter gene. (B) Bar chart showing the fluorescence signals from the top-performing constructs selected from the first round of directed
evolution (n = 3 biological replicates following primary screen). A construct with a point mutation (G4C) generated a signal that is significantly
higher than the wild-type (pBAD-tdTEVDB) (1.9-fold; P = 0.0065). (C) Histogram showing the fluorescence signal of 372 constructs screened in
the first round of directed evolution relative to the wild-type. (D) Bar chart showing the fluorescence signal from the top-performing constructs
selected from the second round of directed evolution (n = 3 biological replicates following primary screen). A construct with an additional mutation
(C-15A/G4C) generated a signal that was ca. 3-fold higher than the wild-type (a: P = 0.0039) and ca. 2-fold higher than the single mutant (b: P =
0.033). (E) Histogram showing the fluorescence signal of 720 constructs screened in the second round of directed evolution relative to G4C. All
statistical tests were conducted using Student’s t test
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intron, our data imply that mRNA circularization can be
accomplished with a scar as small as two amino acids at the
junction region.
Improving Initiation on Circular mRNA by Directed

Evolution. Because 50−75% of mRNA generated by pBAD-
tdTEVDB is circularized (cf. Figure 4 and Figure S8), we
reasoned that initiation of ribosomes on circular mRNA could
be limiting the efficiency of protein expression. In E. coli,
translational initiation is mediated by several factors. The
interaction between the Shine−Dalgarno sequence (i.e., RBS)
and the anti-Shine−Dalgarno on 16S rRNA is a well-known
determinant, and many expression vectors use “strong” RBSs
to increase expression.42−44 Additionally, ribosomal protein S1
(bS1) plays a criticalbut less well understoodrole in
mediating initiation,45,46 which we hypothesized could be less
adept at initiating translation on circular mRNA, because S1
binds upstream of the RBS, which, for most mRNA molecules,
would be proximal to the 5′ terminus. On the other hand, on
circular mRNAs, RBSs would not be proximal to any terminus.
To test this hypothesis, we examined whether directed
evolution on the initiation region (Figure 6A) would enable
the creation of a modified initiation sequence better suited for
circular mRNA.
Specifically, we sought to introduce several mutations into a

short 36 bp region that covers the canonical RBS, its spacer,
the initiator codon, and the downstream box. We found that
conventional error-prone PCR methods were ill-suited for
achieving the desired mutation density in this small amplicon
(1−2 mutations per 36 bp) while also maintaining low levels of
bias;47−50 hence, we developed a modified error-prone PCR
method based on iterating between dilution and ream-
plification with error-prone touchdown PCR to suppress
accumulation of incorrect products. The details of this
modified method are reported elsewhere.51

This dilution/reamplification error-prone PCR method was
used to introduce mutations into a 36 base pair region, which
was then cloned back into the pBAD-tdTEVDB vector
linearized with the reverse complement primers (red primers,
in Figure 6A), via in-fusion cloning (see the Materials and
Methods section). The library DNA was isolated and
retransformed into BL21(DE3) cells harboring the pRK793
plasmid, and hundreds of colonies were selected from agar
plates at random for inoculation into 96-well plates to screen
for beneficial mutations by fluorescence. In the first screen, we
assayed fluorescence from 372 constructs and found a bimodal
distribution (Figure 6C) with many clones having a neutral
phenotype (fractional performance close to 1) or with very low
activity (fractional performance close to 0.2). A small number
of variants had improved levels of translational efficiency, up to
1.9-fold, including a variant E12 (which contained the
mutation G4C, immediately following initiator methionine;
Figure 6B). Because other high performers by this screen
contained mixtures of sequences upon performing sequence
analysis, we focused on G4C as a starting point for a second
round of diversification and screening. We used the pBAD-
tdTEVDBG4C plasmid as a template for error-prone PCR to
incorporate further mutations in the initiation region and
cloned back into the pBAD-tdTEVDB backbone to perform a
second screen. This time, we assayed 720 constructs and
discovered mutants that improved translational efficiency 1.8-
fold again (Figure 6E). The best performing mutant, C-15A/
G4C contains an additional mutation that apparently “extends”
its RBS sequence to now include a run of 8 purines; other

successful clones contained other mutants at position 4.
Overall, the double mutant C-15A/G4C in the initiation
region is ca. 3-fold more active at producing GFP relative to
our starting construct (Figure 6D). These experiments appear
to support our hypothesis that ribosomal initiation rates
hampered translation on circular mRNA, though specific
alterations to the initiation region can mitigate this limitation.
Finally, if we combine these improvements in translational
initiation with lowered temperature and increased Mg2+

concentrations, the result is a ∼14-fold improvement in
translational efficiency relative to the original loopable
translator (cf. Figure 6D and Figure 2D, ca. 75 000 and 5260
relative fluorescence units, respectively, following background
subtraction). Overall, protein expression from these optimized
circular mRNAs is within a factor of 1.5 relative to the
expression levels from standard linear mRNA.

■ DISCUSSION AND FUTURE DIRECTION
Loopable translation has several traits that could make it an
attractive option for the preparation of highly repetitive
proteins. Because it does not require the creation of repetitive
DNA sequences, the resulting genetic constructs would be
expected to be more stable and less susceptible to homologous
recombination. Moreover, the absence of repetitive sequences
renders these plasmids amenable to many more molecular
biology and synthetic biology manipulationssuch as PCR,
Gibson assembly, and recombineeringwhich are challenging
(or impossible) to conduct with highly repetitive DNA
sequences. These features should allow for greater interoper-
ability; that is, it is facile for any researcher to “swap out” the
GFP sequence in pBAD-tdTEVDB with an arbitrary sequence
via a single Gibson assembly. All of these features additionally
make this system much more amenable to creating
combinatorial libraries and performing directed evolution, as
we have demonstrated. Due to the universal nature of the
autocatalytic intron splicing reaction (requiring only magne-
sium and guanosine as cofactors), we expect that circulariza-
tion should be functional in a range of microbial hosts. Finally,
the repeat number (loop count) from such a system could be
very highas the data with the pBAD-tdTEVDB-STOP
construct (Figure 3C) would suggestpossibly only limited
by the presumably rare occurrence of spontaneous frame-
shifting52 or possibly nonspecific peptide release from the
ribosome.
Initially, our study focused on coupling mRNA circulariza-

tion to a fluorescence-based reporter (sfGFP), so expression
from circular mRNA could be quantified under a range of
conditions and for a variety of constructs. This reporter proved
to be valuable in identifying the importance of a high
concentration of magnesium (20 mM) and lower growth
temperature (30 °C) for a high level of expression, likely
because both factors help folding and stability of the intron,
which consists of several “delicate” components, notably P10
which specifies the 3′ splice site in the catalytic machinery with
only 2 base pairs. The benefit of these factors is supported by
the higher RNA circularization levels evidenced in our
Northern blot compared to previous reports (cf. Figure S8
and refs 22−24). Although expression levels from this system
were initially low, we hypothesized that improved translational
efficiency could be achieved via modification of the initiation
region. The finding that we were able to enhance translational
efficiencies nearly 3-fold upon screening a relatively small
number of clones could suggest that greater improvements
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could be achieved with further rounds of directed evolution, an
effort that we are currently undertaking.
The next major direction for this line of research is to deploy

the loopable translator to create long repetitive fibrous proteins
that could potentially have enhanced material properties (see
the Materials and Methods section). In preliminary experi-
ments, we were able to clone sequences corresponding to the
major ampullate spidroin protein 1 (MaSp1) into the loopable
translator motif and attempted to express high-molecular-
weight spidroins (Figure 7A). Surprisingly, we detected that
nonlooped MaSp1 proteins could generate species of high
molecular weight (>250 kDa), while looped MaSp1 proteins
resulted in very low expression levels overall (Figure 7B). One
possible explanation for these findings is that the spidroin
sequence that we used in this study is very hydrophobic and
aggregation-prone,53−56 meaning that even proteins of low
nominal molecular weights might form aggregates relatively
easily, while higher-molecular-weight spidroins (such as those
that would be expected to form from the loopable translator)
might form insoluble entities that cannot be stably expressed in
the E. coli cytosol and instead engage various forms of cellular
stress−response which terminate their translation and initiate
their degradation.
Future studies will therefore have to balance the potential

benefits of long fibrous proteins with the requirement of
maintaining solubility and stability within the cytosol prior to
downstream material processing. This might be possible by
incorporating solubilizing domains, which naturally occur at
the N- and C-terminus of spidroin proteins and play important
roles in maintaining these proteins in a soluble micelle-like
state before they are concentrated and pulled into fibers in a
spider’s spinerets.57−59 Cloned into our loopable translator
motif, the solubilizing end domains will be expressed many
times along with the fibrous monomeric unit and would
potentially allow the expression of long repetitive fibrous
protein materials with desired properties. It may also be that
the loopable translator would be better suited at translating
very long proteins that consist of domains which are initially
soluble and then fold-switch into an aggregating form, seeing

as our results have demonstrated the viability of expressing
soluble domains as long concatemers with relative ease (cf.
Figure 4). Curli proteins such as E. coli CsgA are potentially
attractive in this regard as they have been extensively
engineered10,11,60,61 and are translated in a primary form that
maintains solubility in the E. coli periplasm prior to amyloid
growth nucleated following secretion.62,63 Looped extracellular
matrix (ECM) proteins such as fibronectin64 and collagen65

are other potential targets for applications as tissue engineering
scaffolds,66 where the loopable translator system would provide
the benefits of facile genetic tuning and incorporation of
signaling protein modules. Hence, we are optimistic for the
future outlook of protein materials research efforts building off
the tools that we have herein described.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cloning pBAD-tdTEVDB Plasmid Construct and
Controls. To create the negative control plasmid (pBAD-
sfGFP1-52), a plasmid encoding the full-length superfolder
GFP (pBAD-sfGFP) was used as a template for PCR and
amplified with primers Delete53-f and Delete53-r (Table S1
and Figure S10) using the Q5 DNA polymerase (NEB)
according to the manufacturer’s protocol. The construct was
designed in a way that the truncated GFP is under the control
of the same arabinose-inducible promoter and terminator. The
PCR product was assessed by 0.8% agarose (0.5× TBE) gel
electrophoresis for the correct molecular weight, DpnI (NEB)
digested (10 U were added to the PCR reaction and incubated
at 37 °C for 30 min and then 80 °C for 20 min to inactivate),
column purified using the DNA clean-and-concentrate kit
(Zymo) according to the manufacturer’s protocol, and
quantified using a Nanodrop OneC (Thermo). The DNA
was ligated using the QuickChange strategy by directly
transforming it into chemically competent 10-beta cells
(NEB) without in vitro ligation. PCR products that are
described as being ligated by QuickChange mean that the
primers were designed to encode ∼15 nucleotides of homology
at the 5′ and 3′ termini, enabling ligation in vivo by 10-beta
cells’ endogenous recombinases (see Table S1 for details).

Figure 7. Applying pBAD-tdTEVDB to producing spider silk spidroin. (A) Illustration of the nonlooped and looped constructs containing
repetitive units of dragline silk. A repetitive unit with 36 amino acids was chosen as a monomeric unit. Six constructs were generated, comprising 8,
16, or 24 tandem repeats of a repetitive protein unit derived from major ampullate spidroin protein 1 (MaSp1), cloned into either a standard
expression vector or the loopable translator. (B) Anti-His Western blot image demonstrating the protein products of the six constructs. Apparent
low molecular weights from the loopable translator could be due to high insolubility and/or instability of the resulting protein products.
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Next, 1 μL of purified DNA was combined with 25 μL of
competent cells, incubated on ice for 25 min, subject to a heat
pulse at 42 °C in a water bath for 40 s, and then returned to ice
for 2 min. Next, cells were recovered by inoculation into 1 mL
of SOC media and incubated at 37 °C for 1 h with agitation
(700 rpm in a thermomixer), and then, 100 μL of the
transformant was spread out on selective plates consisting of
LB agar supplemented with 15 μg/mL tetracycline using coli
rollers. After ∼16 h of incubation at 37 °C, colonies were
selected and inoculated into 5 mL of LB supplemented with 15
μg/mL tetracycline and incubated overnight (∼16 h) at 37 °C
with agitation (220 rpm). Cells from the saturated overnight
cultures were collected by centrifugation (3200g for 15 min at
4 °C), and plasmid DNA was isolated using the ZR plasmid
miniprep kit (Zymo) according to the manufacturer’s protocol.
In this (and in all further molecular cloning manipulations), we
would typically isolate plasmid DNA from 4−6 colonies and
subject it to sequencing analysis by Sanger sequencing
(GeneWiz, following GeneWiz’s specifications). A single
clone with the correct DNA sequence would then be used
for further steps.
The positive control was created through a QuickChange

approach to introduce the two td-exon context sequences
(encoding the decapeptide DVFLGLPFNI) at the junction
between residues 52 and 53. PCR was conducted on pBAD-
sfGFP as a template and using the primers TD_Context_In-
sert-f and TD_Context_Insert-r (Table S1 and Figure S10).
The PCR product was purified and transformed as described
above. This construct creates a replica of the GFP molecule
that would be created by the loopable translator.
A geneblock for the prototype loopable translator (td-FP-G-

td) was ordered from IDT and cloned after the araBAD
promoter in pBAD through Gibson assembly. A linearized
pBAD vector was generated by PCR using pBAD-sfGFP as a
template and oligos clone-pBADGFP-f and clone-pBADGFP-r
as primers. The vector fragment was assessed by 0.8% agarose
(0.5× TBE) gel electrophoresis for the correct molecular
weight, DpnI (NEB) digested (10 U was added to the PCR
reaction and incubated at 37 °C for 30 min and then 80 °C for
20 min to inactivate), and column purified (Zymo). The
prototype geneblock was designed to have the permuted sfGFP
(residues 53−241 and then 1−52) flanked by the permuted td
intron of T4 bacteriophage (P6a−P9.2, P1−P6a). The td-FP-
G-td geneblock has a His tag at the end of GFP residue 241, a
stop codon at the end of the His tag, and a ribosome binding
site (RBS) in front of GFP residue 1. The geneblock and the
linearized vector were ligated using HiFi 2x× Gibson Master
Mix (NEB) according to the manufacturer’s protocol and
transformed into chemically competent 10 beta cells as
described above.
Because polyGFP is not fluorescent,23,24 we modified this

system in a few more ways. A TEV cleavage site was installed
after the His-tag, and the stop codon was removed using PCR
with primers TEV-f and TEV-r via QuikChange. We also
installed the downstream box sequence27,28 after the start
codon using PCR with primers InsertDB-F and InsertDB-R via
QuikChange (Table S1 and Figure S10).23,24 Following this
sequence of alterations, the resulting construct corresponds to
the pBAD-tdTEVDB drawn in Figure 2C and interrogated in
Figure 3. The full nucleotide sequence of this construct is given
in Figure S11.
To create pBAD-tdTEVDB-STOP, we reintroduced the

TAA stop codon between GFP and the TEV site by PCR with

primers TEV_DB_STOP_F and TEV_DB_STOP_R via
blunt-end ligation (Table S1 and Figure S10).

Fluorescence Assays. First, chemically competent BL21-
(DE3) (NEB) cells were transformed with pRK793 (encoding
TEV protease),30 a gift from the laboratory of Doug Barrick
(JHU Biophysics department). 1 μL of pRK793 plasmid DNA
and 25 μL of competent BL21(DE3) cells were mixed together
in a microfuge tube by aspiration, incubated on ice for 25 min,
subject to heat pulse at 42 °C in a water bath for 40 s, and then
returned to ice for 2 min. Next, cells were recovered by
inoculation into 1 mL of SOC media and incubated at 37 °C
for 1 h with agitation (700 rpm in a thermomixer), and then,
100 μL of the transformant was spread out on selective plates
consisting of LB agar supplemented with 100 μg/mL
ampicillin using coli rollers. After ∼16 h of incubation at 37
°C, one colony was inoculated into 5 mL of LB supplemented
with 100 μg/mL ampicillin and incubated overnight (∼16 h)
at 37 °C with agitation (220 rpm). The overnight culture was
inoculated into 1 L of LB with 100 μg/mL ampicillin in a 2 L
baffled sterile flask to a starting OD600 of 0.02−0.04 to make
homebrew BL21(DE3)+pRK793 competent cells. The BL21-
(DE3)+pRK793 day culture was incubated at 37 °C with
agitation (220 rpm) until the OD reached 0.4−0.6. When the
desired OD was achieved, the culture was transferred into 500
mL centrifuge bottles and incubated on ice for 20 min (after
this step, the culture was handled either on ice or in a cold
room). During the incubation, three buffers (200 mL of 100
mM MgCl2, 200 mL of 100 mM CaCl2, and 60 mL of 85 mM
CaCl2, 15% glycerol) were prepared and prechilled on ice. The
ice-incubated culture was centrifuged at 3000g for 15 min at 4
°C. The supernatant was decanted off, and cell pellets in each
500 mL bottle were resuspended in 100 mL of cold 100 mM
MgCl2. The resuspension was centrifuged at 2000g for 15 min
at 4 °C. The supernatant was decanted off, and cell pellets in
each 500 mL bottle were resuspended in 100 mL of cold 100
mM CaCl2. The resuspension was incubated on ice for 20−40
min and centrifuged at 2000g for 15 min at 4 °C. The
supernatant was decanted off, and cell pellets in each 500 mL
bottle were resuspended in 25 mL of cold 85 mM CaCl2 and
15% glycerol, transferred to a 50 mL falcon tube, and spun at
1500g for 15 min at 4 °C. The supernatant was decanted off,
and cell pellets in the 50 mL tube were resuspended in 4 mL of
cold 85 mM CaCl2 and 15% glycerol. The 4 mL of competent
BL21(DE3)+pRK793 cells was aliquoted into 40 microfuge
tubes, containing 105 μL apiece, which were flash frozen in
liquid nitrogen and stored at −80 °C until further use.
To begin a fluorescence assay, an aliquot of BL21-

(DE3)+pRK793 was thawed on ice. 1 μL of pBAD plasmid
DNA and 25 μL of competent BL21(DE3)+pRK793 cells were
mixed together in a microfuge tube by aspiration, incubated on
ice for 25 min, subject to a heat pulse at 42 °C in a water bath
for 40 s, and then returned to ice for 2 min. Next, cells were
recovered by inoculation into 1 mL of SOC media and
incubated at 37 °C for 1 h with agitation (700 rpm in a
thermomixer), and then, 40 μL of the transformant was spread
out on selective plates consisting of LB agar supplemented
with 100 μg/mL ampicillin and 15 μg/mL tetracycline using
coli rollers. After ∼16 h of incubation at 37 °C, (typically)
three separate colonies were inoculated into 3× 200 μL LB
supplemented with 100 μg/mL ampicillin and 15 μg/mL
tetracycline in a clear-bottom 96-well plate (Costar). After
inoculation, the plate was sealed with parafilm and incubated
overnight (∼16 h) at 37 °C with agitation (220 rpm), and
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these created the biological triplicates used for fluorescence
measurements. For repeat measurements, separate colonies
would be selected from the same agar plate, which were stored
at 4 °C and would be reused for at most 1 week.
The final OD600 values were measured for the overnight

cultures using a plate reader instrument (SpectraMax iD3 from
Molecular Devices) and were used to subculture down to a
starting OD600 of 0.05 in 200 μL of induction media (LB
supplemented with 15 μg/mL tetracycline, 100 μg/mL
ampicillin, 0.1 mM IPTG, and 0.2% arabinose) in a clear-
bottom 96-well plate. 96-well plates containing biological
triplicates for each of the conditions considered would be
loaded into an iD3 microplate reader preincubated at 37 °C.
The plate reader recorded both growth (OD600 by absorbance)
as well as GFP fluorescence (excitation at 488 nm, emission at
535 nm, PMT gain at 500 V with an integration time of 20 ms
from 5 mm from the plate) every 10 min over 16 h. In between
measurements, the plate reader agitated the plate with orbital
mixing (high; 577 rpm).
In later experiments, plate reader measurements would be

conducted at 30 °C (instead of 37 °C). Additionally, induction
media was additionally supplemented with various concen-
trations of guanosine (Sigma) or MgCl2.
To analyze the data, the absorbance graphs of the cultures

were first examined to see if any data points needed to be
removed due to absence of growth. Based on early experi-
ments, it was found that the fluorescence time point after
50 000 s of growth was representative of maximal expression
levels before cell death, and hence, this time point was used
throughout this study. Fluorescence values at 50 000 s were
compiled in Graphpad Prism 9, which was used to generate the
bar charts shown in Figures 2−6. Statistical analysis was
conducted using Student’s t test (assuming normally
distributed populations with equal variances), as implemented
in Prism 9.
Protein Expression and Western Blot. 1 μL of each

pBAD plasmid DNA was mixed together with either 25 μL of
competent BL21(DE3) cells or 25 μL of competent BL21-
(DE3)+pRK793 cells, respectively, in a microfuge tube by
aspiration, incubated on ice for 25 min, subject to a heat pulse
at 42 °C in a water bath for 40 s, and then returned to ice for 2
min. Next, the cells were recovered by inoculation into 1 mL of
SOC media and incubated at 37 °C for 1 h with agitation (700
rpm in a thermomixer), and 40 μL of the transformant was
spread out on a corresponding selective plate using coli rollers;
BL21(DE3) transformants were spread on a selective plate
consisting of LB agar supplemented with 15 μg/mL
tetracycline only, and BL21(DE3)+pRK793 transformants
were spread on a selective plate consisting of LB agar
supplemented with 100 μg/mL ampicillin and 15 μg/mL
tetracycline. One colony from each plate was inoculated into 5
mL of LB supplemented with the corresponding antibiotics in
a 14 mL sterile round-bottom tube (ThermoFisher) and grown
overnight (∼16 h). These overnight cultures were subcultured
down to a starting OD600 of 0.05 in 50 mL of LB media
supplemented with corresponding antibiotics, inducers (0.2%
arabinose and 0.1 mM IPTG), and 20 mM Mg2+ in sterile 250
mL Erlenmeyer flasks. The day cultures were grown for ∼4 h at
30 °C with agitation (220 rpm) to final ODs of 1.0 to 1.2,
aliquoted into 1.5 mL microfuge tubes by 1 mL, spun down at
3000g for 15 min at 4 °C, and stored at −20 °C until future
use.

For lysis, the cell pellets were thawed on ice for 15 min and
resuspended in 1 mL of 1× PBS. 30 μL of each resuspension
was transferred to a microfuge tube, mixed with 7.5 μL of 5×
Tris-glycine-SDS loading buffer via vortexing, heated in a 90
°C water bath for 5 min, and incubated on ice for 2 min. 30 μL
of each lysate was loaded onto precast Novex WedgeWell 8−
16% Tris-glycine Mini protein gels (ThermoFisher Scientific)
with 3 μL of prestained PAGE ruler as the ladder (Thermo-
Fisher Scientific; 26619) and was separated by electrophoresis
at 140 V for approximately 1 h, using 1× Tris-glycine-SDS
electrophoresis running buffer (BioRad). The resulting gel was
incubated for approximately 2−3 min in 0.8× Tris-glycine
buffer (BioRad) and 20% (v/v) methanol. The gel was
trimmed to remove the wells and foot, and electroblotting was
performed using an iBlot 2 gel transfer device (ThermoFisher)
and its matching transfer packet (Invitrogen; iBlot 2 Transfer
Stacks, PVDF, regular size), according to the manufacturer’s
protocol (7 min; 20 V). After electroblotting, the PVDF
membrane was incubated in 15 mL of 5% (w/v) nonfat milk
(NestleCarnation, instant nonfat dry milk)−TBST solution
for approximately 1 h with rocking to block the membrane. 5%
nonfat milk−TBST solution was made by combining 1× TBS
(Quality Biological; pH 7.4) with evaporated milk and Tween
20 to a final concentration of 0.1% (v/v). The blocked
membrane was incubated ∼16 h in 8 mL of diluted primary
anti-His antibody (mouse; Invitrogen) solution at 4 °C with
rocking; the diluted primary antibody was made by diluting the
antibody by 1:1000 in 5% (w/v) nonfat milk−TBST. The
membrane was rinsed in 1× TBST 3 times for 10 min each and
incubated in 8 mL of diluted secondary antimouse-HRP
antibody (goat; Invitrogen) solution at room temperature for
40 min with rocking; the diluted secondary antibody was made
by diluting the antibody 1:10 000 in 5% (w/v) nonfat milk−
TBST. The incubated membrane was rinsed in 1× TBST 3
times for 10 min each, incubated for 1 min in 800 μL of
chemiluminescence reagents (Signal West Femto Maximum
Sensitive Substrate; ThermoFisher Scientific) that were mixed
in a 1:1 ratio, and then, images were acquired using a
ChemiDoc Touch imaging system (BioRad).

Making Constructs for a Dual-Fluorescence Ratiome-
try Assay. A pRK5 plasmid containing a gene that encodes
mCherry was obtained as a gift from the laboratory of TaekJip
Ha (JHU Biophysics department). Using this plasmid as a
template, two new constructs were made by PCR via Gibson
assembly: a new positive control with mCherry (pBAD-
sfGFP52-DVFLGLPFNI-P-mCherry) and pBAD-tdTEVDB
with mCherry (pBAD-td-FP-TEVDB-mCherry-TEV-G-td;
denoted as pBAD-tdTEVDB-mCherry) (Figure 4C). For the
new positive control, a linearized vector was made by PCR
us ing the or i g ina l pos i t i ve cont ro l (pBAD-s f -
GF_DVFLGLPFNI_P) as the template and primers,
PosCTRL_BB_F and tRBSdX_BB_R (Figure S10 and Table
S1). The vector was then assessed by 0.8% agarose (0.5×
TBE) gel electrophoresis and purified as described above. The
mCherry insert was made by PCR using primers, mCherry-
tRBSdX-F and mCherry-posCTRL_R, assessed by 0.8%
agarose (0.5× TBE) gel electrophoresis, and purified as
described above. The linearized vector and the inset were
ligated using HiFi 2× Gibson Master Mix (NEB) according to
the manufacturer’s protocol and transformed into chemically
competent 10 beta cells as described above.
For mCherry-containing pBAD-tdTEVDB, pBAD-

tdTEVDB was linearized by PCR using primers, TEV-DB-
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BB-F and TEV-DB-BB-R (Figure S10 and Table S1), assessed
by 0.8% agarose (0.5× TBE) gel electrophoresis, and purified
as described above. The mCherry insert was made by PCR
using primers, mCherry-TEV-DB-F and mCherry-R (Figure
S10 and Table S1), assessed by 0.8% agarose (0.5× TBE) gel
electrophoresis, and purified as described above. The linearized
vector and the inset were ligated using HiFi 2× Gibson Master
Mix (NEB) according to the manufacturer’s protocol and
transformed into chemically competent 10 beta cells as
described above. The two new constructs were sequence
verified, before being transformed into BL21(DE3)+pRK793
cells and assessed using the fluorescence assay method
described below in the Dual-Fluorescence Ratiometry Assay
section.
Dual-Fluorescence Ratiometry Assay. 1 μL of a set of

pBAD plasmids (negative control, pBAD-sfGF52-
DVFLGLPFNI-P-mCherry, pBAD-tdTEVDB, and pBAD-
tdTEVDB-mCherry) was transformed into BL21+pRK793 as
described above. 40 μL of the transformant was spread out on
selective plates consisting of LB agar supplemented with 100
μg/mL ampicillin and 15 μg/mL tetracycline using coli rollers.
After ∼16 h of incubation at 37 °C, three separate colonies
were inoculated into 3× 200 μL of LB supplemented with 100
μg/mL ampicillin and 15 μg/mL tetracycline in a clear-bottom
96-well plate (Costar). After inoculation, the plate was sealed
with parafilm and incubated overnight (∼16 h) at 37 °C with
agitation (220 rpm), and these created the biological triplicates
used for fluorescence measurements. The final OD600 values
were measured for the overnight cultures using a plate reader
instrument (SpectraMax iD3 from Molecular Devices) and
were used to subculture down to a starting OD600 of 0.05 in
200 μL of induction media (LB supplemented with 15 μg/mL
tetracycline, 100 μg/mL ampicillin, 0.1 mM IPTG, 0.2%
arabinose, and 20 mM Mg2+) in a clear-bottom 96-well plate.
96-well plates containing biological triplicates were loaded into
an iD3 microplate reader preincubated at 30 °C and measured
for both growth (OD600 by absorbance) and GFP and
mCherry fluorescence (GFP, excitation at 488 nm, emission
at 535 nm; mCherry, excitation at 588 nm, emission at 650
nm) every 10 min over 16 h. The rest of the setting, including
PMT and the speed of orbital mixing, stayed the same.
To obtain the ratio of the native fluorescence of GFP and

mCherry, the corresponding backgrounds (GFP and mCherry
signals from the negative control) were subtracted from the
fluorescence signals (GFP and mCherry) generated from the
positive control (pBAD-sfGF52-DVFLGLPFNI-P-mCherry).
For the positive control, GFP generated signals that were 54%
of the level of mCherry (Figure 4D). This served as a
normalization factor. For pBAD-tdTEVDB-mCherry, the
corresponding backgrounds were subtracted from each of the
fluorescence signals. The background-subtracted GFP signals
were divided by the background-subtracted mCherry signals
and then divided by the normalization factor (0.54) to
generate the normalized GFP/mCherry ratio, indicating
circularization efficiency.
Library Generation. To improve ribosomal initiation on

the circular mRNA, error-prone PCR (epPCR) was performed
on the initiation region of pBAD-tdTEVDB plasmid to install 1
or 2 point mutations on the target region. The starting point
for these mutations was the pBAD-tdTEVDB variant with the
trimmed-down context regions (DVFLG deleted from the 5′-
exon context and PFNI deleted from the 3′-exon context, see
Figure 5). The commercial GeneMorph II Random Muta-

genesis kit (Agilent) was used to perform epPCR, but using a
modified protocol that involved performing several iterations
of dilution and reamplification with a touchdown PCR
protocol (see ref 51 for details). The forward and reverse
primers SD_lib_insert_F/R (Table S1 and Figure S10) were
designed to span the initiation sequence. In the first round of
epPCR, the manufacturer’s protocol was adopted except that
template plasmid was first diluted 109-fold, and only 1 attagram
(ag; 1 ag = 10−18) of plasmid DNA was used as a template in
the PCR. The first epPCR product (primary amplicon) was
size-verified by 1.2% agarose gel and diluted 1000-fold using
Millipore water, and 0.5 μL of the diluent (ca. 2 pg) was used
to seed a reamplification epPCR in a 25 μL scale that otherwise
had the same primer, polymerase, and dNTP concentrations.
Unlike the first epPCR, the reamplification PCR used a
touchdown protocol in which the annealing temperature
started at 65 °C in the first cycle and decreased by 0.5 °C in
each cycle. Under these optimal reaction conditions found, the
reamplification was repeated a total of nine times, in each case
diluting the product by 1000-fold and using 0.5 μL of the
diluent to seed the next PCR. After the final reamplification,
the PCR products were subjected to a digest with DpnI and
column-purified. Separately, backbone fragments were ampli-
fied using the primers SD_lib_BB_F/R (Table S1 and Figure
S10) with a high-fidelity DNA polymerase (Q5 polymerase,
NEB) that were designed to have homology arms with the
flanks of the mutagenized insert. The insert was then cloned
into the backbone via in-fusion cloning (TaKaRa Bio Inc.), and
the ligated products were transformed into chemically
competent 10 beta cells as described previously. The
transformant was directly inoculated into liquid culture, from
which plasmid DNA was purified via midi-prep to generate a
plasmid library.

Directed Evolution. 1 μL of the plasmid library was
transformed into 25 μL of BL21(DE3)+pRK793 competent
cells as previously described, and 40 μL of the transformant
was spread over selective plates of LB agar supplemented with
15 μg/mL tetracycline and 100 μg/mL ampicillin using coli
rollers: 4 separate plates were prepared for the first round of
directed evolution, and 8 plates were prepared for the second
round of directed evolution. As a reference sample, pBAD-
tdTEVDB was also transformed into 25 μL of BL21-
(DE3)+pRK793 competent cells as previously described.
After ∼16 h of incubation at 37 °C, three colonies of pBAD-
tdTEVDB were manually picked from the plate using sterile
pipet tips and were inoculated into the first three wells (A1−
A3) of each of the four Nunc 96-Well Polypropylene
DeepWell plates (2 mL well capacity; Fisher Scientific); each
well contained 1.2 mL of LB media supplemented with 15 μg/
mL tetracycline and 100 μg/mL ampicillin. The colonies on
the plasmid library plates were automatically picked by
sterilized needles of the RapidPick Colony Picking system
(Wagner Life Science) through its corresponding software
(Picker 5.0.1); 372 colonies were picked for the first round of
directed evolution, and 720 colonies were picked for the
second round. The picked colonies were inoculated into the
identical selective media in each of the remaining wells of the
96 DeepWell plates. After inoculation, the 96 DeepWell plates
were covered with breathable sheets [Breathe-EASIER 6” ×
3.25” (cat. no. BERM-2000); Diversified BioTech] and
incubated at 37 °C overnight with agitation (220 rpm). After
∼16 h of incubation, 5 μL of each overnight culture was
inoculated into 200 μL of LB supplemented 15 μg/mL
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tetracycline, 100 μg/mL ampicillin, 0.1 mM IPTG, 0.2%
arabinose, and 20 mM MgCl2 on black flat-bottom 96-well
plates [4 plates; Caplugs Evergreen Labware Products (cat. no.
290-8195-Z1F)] using a 20 μL multichannel pipet (Eppen-
dorf). The inoculated cultures in the black 96-well plates were
again covered with breathable sheets and incubated at 30 °C
with agitation (300 rpm) for 13 h (the 13 h time point was
selected for measuring fluorescent signals based on the signal
curve patterns of constructs observed up to that point). At the
13 h time point, all plates were taken out from the shaker and
directly screened for fluorescent signals (excitation at 488 nm;
emission at 535 nm; without lid) by a Spark multimode plate
reader (Tecan). Top-performing constructs were chosen and
directly inoculated into LB supplemented with 15 μg/mL
tetracycline and 100 μg/mL ampicillin, from which constructs
were purified via mini-prep and sent off for Sanger sequencing.
Once sequence-verified, 1 μL of each of the purified constructs
was rephenotyped by transformation into 25 μL BL21-
(DE3)+pRK793 competent cells and used to set up a
fluorescence assay in biological triplicates.
Safety Statement. No unexpected or unusually high safety

hazards were encountered.
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